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for the metal-semiconductor transition, which
involves a localized state and a conduction-band
state whose energy separation decreases with
temperature or pressure. They define an effec-

,

tive energy gap given by the equation b, ff
—2Gn, where b, is the energy gap at T = 0 and
P =0, G is the strength of electron-hole interaction, and n is the number density of electrons excited into the conduction band. According to this
model the number n of electrons in the conduction band can vary continuously or discontinuously with temperature at P = 0, depending on the
relative values of G and 4. Bucher' has recently extended these ideas and has shown that the
model can lead to first- and second-order electronic phase transitions at T = 0 when pressure
is varied. The parameter G, which is a measure of the strength of electron-hole interaction,
has to exceed a certain critical value compared
to the total band energy, in order to get a firstorder transition under pressure. YbTe has a gap
of about 2 eV, and apparently in materials with
large gap the ratio G/b. is below the critical value for a discontinuous transition.
Europium telluride also has a gap of about 2 eV,
and Rooymans"" reported a discontinuous electronic phase transition involving the conversion
of an Eu ion to the trivalent state near 30 kbar.
However, our p- V data' on Eu Te up to 100 kbar
do not show any evidence of an electronic transition. Near 100 kbar the NaCl-type structure
transforms to the CsCl structure.
Hence, it ap-

'

pears from the behavior of YbTe that if the energy gap is large, a continuous electronic transition would be favored in the rare-earth chalcogenides.
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Linear combination of atomic orbital-molecular orbital cluster calculations using extended Hiickel theory suggest that the interstitial carbon atom in diamond prefers an
"interstitialcy" configuration. The predicted minimum-energy configuration changes
with charge state, providing a possible example of the Bourgoin mechanism for "athermal" migration of the interstitial in the presence of ionizing radiation.

interest and mystery surround
of an interstitial host atom in the
diamond-type lattice. This fundamental defect
must be formed, for instance, as the Frenkel
Considerable

the properties

partner to the lattice vacancy in a radiation-damage experiment. In silicon, lattice vacancies
produced in such experiments have been detected
directly by EPR. ' ' However, the interstitials
1573
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have so far eluded detection. In fact, no direct
experimental information on the isolated hostatom interstitial is available for any material of
the diamond lattice.
The reason for this is not understood and is of
considerable current concern. One suggestion'
put forth for silicon is that the interstitial is mobile even at 4. 2'K and therefore does not remain
experiin the lattice during a radiation-damage
ment. The evidence for this is the observation
that interstitial group-III atoms can be produced
in a 4. 2'K irradiation. ' In this model, the silicon
interstitial formed in the damage event migrates
until it encounters a substitutional group-III
atom, whereupon it trades places, ejecting the
impurity into the interstitial site. Models involvlong-range migration of ining low-temperature,
terstitials in germanium have also been considered. 4 The mechanism for such a low-tempera-

ture migration remains a mystery, however.
An alternative explanation is that interstitials
are present but are electrically inactive. This
possibility has been revived recently by Singhal'
'
who, using an extended Kos ter- Slate r approach,
solved for the electronic structure of a silicon
atom in the tetrahedral interstitial position and
found no localized state in the gap.
In this Letter we describe preliminary results
of calculations performed on the interstitial carbon atom in diamond, which we feel may provide
new insight into this problem. In these calculations we have used a linear combination of atomic orbital-molecular orbital (LCAO-MO) cluster
approach which has been previously described
and shown to be successful for treating the electronic structure of the deep levels produced by
and the lattice vacansubstitutional impurities,
'
the
studies, we
in
previous
diamond.
As
in
cy
have used extended HGckel theory" (EHT) with
clusters of up to 35 carbon atoms centered around
the defect. In investigating the stability of various defect configurations, we monitor the total
EHT energy as given by the sum of the occupied
one-e]. ectron molecular orbita]. s.
We describe here the results for the four different interstitial configurations illustrated in
Fig. 1. For the "interstitialcy" configurations
c and d, the atoms directly involved (shown shaded) were allowed to relax symmetrically for minimum energy. All other atoms were held fixed
in their regular lattice positions.
The results for the neutral charge state C' are
given in Table I. We note that the two interstitialcy sites are predicted to be very much lower

"

"
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FIG. 1. The [110] plane in diamond showering the four
interstitial configurations considered: g, an atom in
the tetrahedral site, 5, an atom in the hexagonal site,
c, a "split-(100)" configuration, and d, a "bond-centered" configuration.
in energy (-10 eV) than the hexagonal site which
in turn is correspondingly lower than the tetrahedral site. It is difficult to estimate the accuracy of calculations such as these where an approximate scheme such as EHT is used. However, this is very similar to the type of calculation
for which EHT has proven to be remarkably reliable that of predicting conformational stability
in molecules"~nd we suggest therefore that
such large energy differences should be taken

—

seriously.
We interpret these results to indicate that "interstitialcy" configurations are preferred. This
is an important result because all previous theoretical treatments of the interstitial have assumed
or hexagonal"'" sites.
the tetrahedral'
Speculations as regards interstitialcy configura-

""

TABLE I. Relative EHT total energies (eV) for four
different interstitial configurations (see Fig. 1) . The
numbers in parentheses are a guide to the properties
of the states C+ and C (see text).
C

State
CO

Q

b

Tetrahedral

Hexagonal

—9,1

(-10.8)
(

74)

Bond

Split
(100)

centered

21 y7

—21.7

(-19.4) (- 20.9)
(- 24.2) (-22.8)
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tions have been given previously in the literature" ' but we believe our results represent the
first estimates of their stability.
We note also that the predicted stability of the
two neutral interstitialcy sites is identical. Although this exact agreement must be fortuitious,
it clearly points to the possibility of easy motion
through the lattice since the transition from one
to the other represents the logical path for interstitialcy migration. Interstitialcy migration also
fits in well with the group-III atom-ejection model in that the extra atom is already in a bonded
configuration, making a final activation barrier
less likely.
Our results also predict localized electronic
states in the forbidden gap. The levels are well
removed from the band edges of the cluster and
in the neutral charge state are partially filled.
This suggests that the defect may act as both
donor and/or acceptor. EHT is not a self-consistent treatment and as such it approximates best
the neutral charge state of the defect (C'), where
the charge density is uniformly distributed over
the cluster. However, a guide to the properties
of the ionized states C' and C can be obtained
by removing or adding, respectively, an electronic charge to the cluster.
The results, also given in the table, predict
that the relative stability of the two interstitialcy
sites switches substantially (-1.5 eV) from one
to the other depending upon whether the defect is
negatively or positively charged. This intriguing
result argues that the Bourgoin mechanism" for
low-temperature migration of the interstitial
may apply to these interstitialcy configurations.
That is, in a high-energy charged-particle irradiation an immense amount of ionization is produced in addition to simple lattice displacements.
The alternate capture of electrons and holes by
the interstitial can therefore serve to drive it
from one configuration to the other, supplying an
athermal mechanism for its motion.
A full account of these results and also those
for interstitial boron and nitrogen in diamond is
in preparation and will be published elsewhere.

"
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